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Why the Minimum Wage Needs to Rise
By Dr David Clark

It looks like the heavens are smiling
on me, as recently I’ve had a second
bill drawn from the ballot; this one
aims to raise the minimum wage to
$15 an hour.
I’m convinced the minimum wage needs to go
up, sooner rather than later, as there is too much
inequality in New Zealand.
The poverty inequality drives is destroying lives and
wasting the opportunity to get the best out of our
people, this is hurting us as a nation.

The costs of treating poverty related illnesses lowpaid workers and their families bear are carried by all
of us through the health system too. So we effectively
as taxpayers end up subsidising rogue employers
and their bad practices. This is bad for NZ socially
and economically and it needs to stop.
A lot of small and medium businesses routinely pay
this wage because they know their workers, believe
in them and understand how close to the poverty
line they live. It tends to be a few rogue larger
firms that screw their workers down to the lowest
common denominator.

Labour raised the minimum wage $5 in their last 9
years, and towards the end of their time enjoyed the
lowest unemployment in the Western world, however
National raised the minimum wage just 70 cents in their
last 9 years in Government and unemployment soared.

The past few months

A direct link between minimum wage and
employment has never been successfully drawn.
Expect a Nobel Prize for any economist who
manages it. What we do know is that a lot of the
rhetoric does not match reality.

57,000

A $15/hour minimum wage seems to have consensus
in New Zealand as a figure that will not cause
unemployment, but comes closer to a living wage.

The number of people in the year to June that
left Otago looking for better incomes and a new
life in Oz.

If the minimum wage is too low, the Government
ends up dishing out subsidies to families to keep
them out of poverty (or worse, it chooses not to give
out subsidies to keep them out of poverty).
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National raised the
minimum wage
just 70 cents in
their last 9 years in
Government and
unemployment
soared.

BY THE NUMBERS
An appetising, nutritious, numeric snack that boils down
the week’s news, by David Clark

More people are unemployed since the
Government took office, in addition to the 150,000
that have gone to Australia.

2,000

Bill English’s latest botched estimation of the cost
of selling Kiwi’s assets. He’s had the numbers in
front of him in black and white for a month. The
true cost so far is $7 million this year. The forecast
for next year is $66 million, and $17 million for the
year after that.

1,000,000
Kiwis will be over 65 by the late 2020s.

80,000
Young people not in education, training or work
will be missed by Paula Bennett’s welfare reforms.

Little Citizens’ Opening
Dunedin North Labour MP Dr David Clark was among the many
people who flocked to the opening of the Methodist Mission’s new
home base on the Forbury School site in July.
He believes the mission’s new home base is a
fitting use for the historic school site.
“The former Forbury School site will be fantastic
base for the Methodist Mission’s operations,” Dr
Clark said.
He believes the policies of the National
government are making it harder for families to
cope, increasing the need for a strong social
services sector.
Methodist Mission Chief Executive Laura
Black believes the historic school’s site was
a great choice, both for them to amalgamate
their facilities, and for the community to curb a
growing problem.
“It’s close to the nearly 400 families support
every year through Little Citizens and the Early
Years Hub, because it is large enough for all
of that activity (we have nearly 20 community
groups who provide services through the Hub
like Plunket, Family Planning etc – it’s important
to understand that while it looks like Forbury
is a “Mission thing” it’s actually all of those
groups coming together with us!), and because
if someone didn’t move it, the place would have

been ashes by now – over the few months it was
vacant there was tens of thousands of dollars of
vandalism, which was growing in severity every
day – something that Forbury really didn’t need.
She says the move is timely, and agreed with
Dr Clark, that the need for the organisation’s
services is increasing dramatically.
“The need for services is strong and escalating,
both in volume, but also in terms of complexity.”
“Increasing number of domestic violence, with
protection orders required, women needing
trespass and protection orders against volatile
ex-partners.”
“Finding suitable accommodation (often at
short notice) can be an issue particularly again
for those clients who do not meet criteria for
supported accommodation.”
Laura Black also says the bureaucratic process
is problematic.
“Trying to step over, under, and around,
needless bureaucracy – it’s such a time waster.”

“Trying to step over,
under, and around,
needless bureaucracy –
it’s such a time waster.”

Deputy Leader’s visit
Deputy Labour Party leader Grant
Robertson visited Dunedin in midJuly, taking time to meet with Labour
youth from both Dunedin South and
North electorates.
Robertson and Dunedin North Member of
Parliament Dr David Clark, accompanied by the
Karen Heine and the team from the University’s
Young Labour branch, continued gathering
signatures for the Labour-led push for a citizen’s
initiated referendum over the sale of state
owned assets.
On campus the pair found overwhelming
support for Labour’s ‘Keep Our Assets’
campaign.
“It’s great we’ve had no trouble collecting
signatures as people are very upset with the
Government’s plans to sell state assets,” Dr
David Clark said.
Grant Robertson’s whirlwind Dunedin tour also
had him calling on several media agencies while
in the south, including the city’s local television
station Channel 9 and community radio station
Otago Access Radio.

the fight to keep New Zealand’s state owned
assets is definitely not over.
“We know New Zealanders overwhelmingly
oppose the sales, and Labour’s going to keep
fighting to the bitter end on those issues,” he
said.
During his conversation with 9 Local News
Presenter Rebecca Meek, Grant Robertson said
the fight to keep New Zealand’s state owned
assets is definitely not over.

During his conversation with 9 Local News
Presenter Rebecca Meek, Grant Robertson said

For more on Grant Robertson’s visit:

“We know New Zealanders
overwhelmingly oppose the sales,
and Labour’s going to keep fighting
to the bitter end on those issues”

Channel 9 Dunedin
www.ch9.co.nz/content/nightly-interviewgrant-robertson

Otago Access Radio
www.oar.org.nz/
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